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- Updates from -00 revision
- End-to-End low latency use case
- Next Steps
Updates from -00 revision

- Inter-domain flex-algo with BGP-CT
- Color-only policies
- Data sovereignty use case
- Interconnecting IP fabric DCs use case
- Translating transport classes across domains
- Automatic creation of Transport Classes
Automatic creation of Transport Classes

- Border routers auto-derive Transport Class Route Target from Color associated with Transport Tunnel
- Based on BGP-SR-TE
  - 32-bit policy color in SR policy NLRI translates to 32-bit Transport Class RT
- Based on Flex-algo
  - 8-bit algorithm translates to 32-bit Transport Class RT
- Based on PCEP created tunnels
  - 32-bit Color of SR policy Identifiers TLV translates to 32-bit Transport Class RT
E2E LOW LATENCY ROUTING

- Intra-domain low latency paths via Flex-algo/SR-TE/RSVP

**Problem:**
- Find lowest latency end-to-end path among multiple paths to the same destination.

**Solution:**
- Define a low-latency Transport Class
- Accumulate intra-domain latency metric in BGP
- BGP extension to carry accumulated latency metric in AIGP sub-TLV
- BGP best path selection at ingress based on accumulated latency metric
Next steps

- Request review and comments
- Request WG adoption
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